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Abstract. The OPERASAMPO is a Linked Open Data (LOD) service and seman-
tic portal for searching, browsing, and analyzing information related to historical
opera and music theatre performances performed in Finland during 1830–1960.
The key data originates from the Reprises database of the Sibelius Academy, Fin-
land. This paper presents the process of transforming the original data into LOD
and the data model created for it, data maintenance, as well as the portal and data
service for utilizing the data. The novelty of OPERASAMPO lays on its focus on
studying data about the musical performances and persons involved in different
roles using faceted search and browsing combined seamlessly with data-analytic
tools for Digital Humanities research. The service was published for open use in
October 2023.
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1. Introduction

According to a definition2, musical culture refers to the collective behaviors, practices,
traditions, beliefs, and values related to music within a particular society or group. It
encompasses various aspects such as musical genres, performance styles, instruments
used, dance forms associated with music, and rituals surrounding music. Digital Human-
ities (DH) methods [1] provide novel computational quantitative methods for studying
cultural data.

This paper concerns DH research on one particular aspect of musical culture: his-
torical musical performances in which musicians and other actors participate in differ-

2https://library.fiveable.me/key-terms/ap-hug/musical-culture
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ent roles. A case study including a demonstrator is presented where data from a legacy
database has been transformed into a Linked Open Data (LOD) knowledge graph (KG)
in a data service including a SPARQL endpoint for research and application develop-
ment. As a practical example of applications, a semantic portal OPERASAMPO in use
on the Web is presented. This system extends the original legacy system by facilitat-
ing more flexible search and browsing, based on semantic faceted search, and integrated
data-analytic tools for DH research. The OPERASAMPO PORTAL was developed with
the Sampo-UI framework [2,3] based on the “Sampo model” [4] for CH data creation
and publishing.

Both the portal3 and the data set4 have been published for open use in October 2023.
The data is available under the CC BY 4.0 license on the Linked Data Finland platform
with an open SPARQL endpoint5.

This paper presents the created KG and the semantic portal built on top of it as well
as evaluation on the functionality of the portal for researchers working with this kind of
data. In the following, related works are first discussed in Section 2 to give context for our
work, and the primary legacy data are introduced (Section 3). The data transformation
process and the created KG is introduced in Section 4. Then, the portal and the data
service are presented in Section 5. Section 6 goes over the maintenance of the KG. The
evaluation of the portal is discussed in Section 7. Lastly, the contributions are discussed
and summarized in Section 8.

This paper extends our workshop [5] and short demo paper [6] about OPERASAMPO

substantially by extending data model descriptions, giving new examples of using the
data, discussion on maintaining the data, and by presenting an evaluation of the system.

2. Related Work

A multitude of opera and theatre archives exist – such as Svenska operans reper-
toararkiv6; Dansk Forfatterleksikon7; The London Stage Database, 1660–18008;
Archives de l’Opéra Comique9; Les Archives du Spectacle10; Staatsoper Dresden
database11; Operatic Productions in the Nertherlands 1886–199512 and Music in the Sec-
ond Empire Theatre13 – but the vast majority of them to our knowledge do not use LD. In
addition, most of them are databases of a particular theatre and thus catalogue only their
in-house performances. For instance, because Encore14 is the Finnish National Opera and
Ballet performance database, it does not contain any performances produced by other
company, not even when they have used its opera stage. In order to have a thorough

3https://oopperasampo.fi/
4https://www.ldf.fi/dataset/operasampo
5http://ldf.fi/operasampo/sparql
6https://arkivet.operan.se/repertoar/
7http://danskforfatterleksikon.dk/1850t/t1850t.htm
8https://www.eighteenthcenturydrama.amdigital.co.uk/LondonStage/Database
9https://dezede.org/dossiers/archives-opera-comique/data
10https://www.lesarchivesduspectacle.net
11http://test.performance.slub-dresden.de/projects/staatsoper-dresden
12https://brill.com/downloadpdf/journals/rdj/5/2/article-p79 79.pdf
13http://www.fmc.ac.uk/mitset/index.html#/
14https://encore.opera.fi/en

https://oopperasampo.fi/
https://www.ldf.fi/dataset/operasampo
http://ldf.fi/operasampo/sparql
https://arkivet.operan.se/repertoar/
http://danskforfatterleksikon.dk/1850t/t1850t.htm
https://www.eighteenthcenturydrama.amdigital.co.uk/LondonStage/Database
https://dezede.org/dossiers/archives-opera-comique/data
https://www.lesarchivesduspectacle.net
http://test.performance.slub-dresden.de/projects/staatsoper-dresden
https://brill.com/downloadpdf/journals/rdj/5/2/article-p79_79.pdf
http://www.fmc.ac.uk/mitset/index.html#/
https://encore.opera.fi/en
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comprehension of the history of Finnish music theatre performances since 1910s, con-
sultation of both Encore and OPERASAMPO is required. Unfortunately, presently their
datasets cannot be linked, which limits the possibilities of analysis.

An exception to these is a dataset from the Stuttgart State Theatres that was turned
into a browsable LD KG, the Linked Stage Graph [7], as a part of the Coding da Vinci
initiative CH hackathon. However, the Linked Stage Graph is not a performance database
at all but a truly interesting way to view performance photographs and metadata re-
lated to them from Stuttgart Theatre (1890s–1940s) housed at the National Archive of
Baden-Wuerttemberg. The collection of photographs in the Linked Stage Graph does not
comprehensively cover all the performances in the time period. For instance, Richard
Strauss’s Salome was performed in the Stuttgart Theatre for the first time already in 1906
and between 1912 and 1942 it had several runs [8], but there is not a single photograph
of these in the Linked Stage Graph, and therefore Salome remains non-existent in the
database. This example is illustrative at a general level regarding the focus of the Linked
Stage Graph.

In the field of music, LD has been used, for example, to model relationships between
jazz musicians in the Linked Jazz15 system [9]. Various metadata archives, such as the
open music encyclopedia MusicBrainz16, Wikidata, and Live Music Archive17, also ex-
ist. The Live Music Archive has been turned into LD form [10] and has been used for
audio analysis of live music performances in [11] and [12]. Using LD in representing
the relation between performances and scores is discussed in [13]. Historical data on
Italian secular music and lyric poetry has been modeled using LD in the RePIM in LOD
project [14].

3. Primary Data

OPERASAMPO is based on the Reprises database created and maintained by the Sibelius
Academy, Finland, one of Europe’s largest music academies. Reprises data includes in-
formation on over 9000 opera, operetta, vaudeville, and other forms of music theatre
performances that were performed in Finland during 1830–1960. Over 3500 people have
been involved in these performances in different roles. The database was created as re-
search instrument for two research projects on history of opera and music theatre perfor-
mances in Finland and Nordic countries to be publicly opened after the research projects.
Besides performance scholars, the database project group included professionals of dig-
ital data management in Sibelius Academy.

The data covered the opera and music theatre performances of theatres, opera com-
panies and play-houses listed in Table 1 during the specified time periods. In addition
to the premieres also the successive performances in order to be able to offer a reliable
view of the historical performance culture. The data was mainly sourced from theatre
posters, newspaper advertisements, and repertoire books [15,16,17,18,19]. The eventual
aim was (and still is) to include all opera and music theatre performances that took place

15https://linkedjazz.org/
16https://musicbrainz.org/
17https://archive.org/details/etree

https://linkedjazz.org/
https://musicbrainz.org/
https://archive.org/details/etree
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Theatre, company or play-house Time period

the Esplanade Theater in Helsinki 1827–1857
the Swedish Theatre in Helsinki 1860–1961
the Russian Theatre in Helsinki 1868–1917

the Finnish Opera Company ca. 1873–1879

the Turku Play-house 1839–1897
Table 1. Theatres, opera companies and play-houses covered by the data

in Finland before 1960 except for those given by the Finnish National Opera18, including
also appearances made by visiting theatre troupes in Finnish cities.

The Reprises database has been used for both research and educational purposes at
the University of the Arts, Finland. The traditional Reprises user interface, however, was
not able to bring the full potential of the data into service for, e.g., Digital Humanities
(DH) research. Furthermore, the web application ceased to work on up-to-date browsers
during the spring of 2023 due to problems with the underlying legacy software. As a
solution, it was decided to create a new data service and portal based on semantic web
technologies [20,21] for publishing and using Cultural Heritage LD. [22].

4. OperaSampo Knowledge Graph: Transformation & Data Model

This section first introduces the transformation process done for the data to turn it into
LD. Afterwards, the data model is introduced in more detail.

Transformation The data used for the transformation originates from a data dump
of the Reprises database. The data dump was first converted to CSV files, where each file
represented a single table in the original Reprises database. In total, 18 CSV files were
created from the data dump; 16 out of which would be relevant for the transformation
process.

The transformation from the CSV files to RDF format was done using Python
scripts. The Python scripts went over the relevant CSV files with the Pandas19 library and
a RDF graph was created out of them with the rdflib20 library. The Untangle21 and
BeautifulSoup22 libraries were used for handling some textual information present in
the database’s fields. The scripts were written in a way for them to be able to be reused
with later data dumps during the transition period from the Reprises database to editable
LD. The later data dumps were produced the same way as the first; a dump was first
taken from the Reprises database and then converted into CSV files for the scripts. The
scripts produce a serialization of the RDF graph in Turtle format.

In the end, the conversion process had three main steps in total:

1. Extracting names of performances from additional information fields. The
Reprises database didn’t have a separate name field for performances. Instead, in

18These are already available at the Encore service: http://encore.opera.fi
19https://pandas.pydata.org/
20https://rdflib.readthedocs.io/
21https://untangle.readthedocs.io/
22https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/

http://encore.opera.fi
https://pandas.pydata.org/
https://rdflib.readthedocs.io/
https://untangle.readthedocs.io/
https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/
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the original Reprises database, the preferred names23 of the performances were
listed at the start of the additional information text field in bold. The Untagle and
BeautifulSoup libraries were used for extracting these names—for parsing the
text content from XML format or for getting bolded text respectively—to be used
in forming the final preferred labels for performances (e.g., Trubaduri (1874-04-
12)).

2. Linking poster images to performances. Some images of performance posters were
compiled for the performances in the data. There were two types of images: (1)
local files and (2) images available online. The local files were named according to
the names and dates of the performances present in the posters while images avail-
able online were catalogued in a CSV file with the same name and date information
connected to the URL of the image. These images were linked automatically to
existing performances by matching the dates and names of the performances. This
matching was updated to an existing CSV file for a table in the original Reprises
database that was created for the purpose of linking images to performances to be
used in the later rdflib conversion step.

3. Conversion to RDF format with rdflib. This step comprises of going over all the
original and/or updated CSV files and adding the relevant information as triples
into the created graph. Whenever information in the text fields was available in
multiple languages, all versions of the text were added with the respective language
tags attached.

Towards the end of the transition period from the original database to managing the
data in LD format, an additional correction importing step was added before the final
rdflib conversion step. This step was added to the conversion process after the editor
for the Reprises database ceased to function on modern up-to-date browsers and additions
and corrections could no longer be made there, but a newer data dump of the database
could still be taken. This step simply automatically supplemented the existing CSV files
with corrections and additions and created a new, updated version of the file to be used
in the final conversion step.

Out of the 16 relevant CSV files, nine classes were created and the rest of the
information was turned into appropriate properties and their values for the aforemen-
tioned created classes. These nine classes were supplemented with an additional class
not present in the original database for the images of performance venues as well as ad-
ditional properties based on the needs of the data editors and the UI for better search
results (e.g., fields for additional labels for venues). A data model explained below was
also defined for all the classes and properties in the OPERASAMPO data and included in
the Turtle file.

Data Model The structure of the data model is largely based on the original data
structure used in the Reprises database to ensure that the data could easily be edited by the
original data owners and/or editors even in LD format. The classes and their approximate
instance counts in the data are listed in Table 2 while Figure 1 shows how different classes
can connect to other classes. Figure 2 illustrates how a singular performance—Trubaduri
(Verdi’s Il trovatore) performed on April 12, 1874—is modeled in the KG.

23Preferred names here refers to the names under which these performances were performed, e.g., Trubaduri
instead of Il trovatore. These names were often also an indication of the language the performance was per-
formed in. Due to occasional data feeding errors, Reprises failed to recognize these linguistic variants as refer-
ring to the same opera composition, which caused uncertainty regarding the result set.
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Class (Type) Count

Performances 9,000
People (e.g., performers, composers, ...) 3,500
Compositions 650
Role characters 6,500
Performance venues 60

Producers 150

Performance poster images 200
Venue images 50

Occupation roles (e.g., ’opera singer’) 10
Performance roles 92,000

Table 2. Rounded instance counts for all the classes (types) in the data

Figure 1. A chart illustrating how the different classes in OPERASAMPO KG connect to each other

Figure 2. A chart illustrating the OPERASAMPO data model through an example

The data model in OPERASAMPO defines the original works (compositions) and
their manifestations (performances) on two levels: The Composition class represents
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the original compositions and the Performance class their manifestations, the perfor-
mances performed. This is a simplification of the actual reality of what the exact content
of a performance was. For example, in the case of Verdi’s Il trovatore, though the data
model links the performance straight to the original composition Il trovatore, the actual
version performed is close also to the French version of the opera Le Trouvère, because
the mise-en-scène of this French version was adapted to the Royal Swedish Theater’s
performances (Trubaduren, first performance 1860) whereas the libretto was translated
to Swedish from the German adaptation of the Italian version. [23] An adaptation of this
Swedish version was brought to Finland in 1861 and 1862, which served as a model
for the 1870 Finnish language adaption of opera, without ballets (Trubaduri) [24] (see
Figure 3). This was a conscious choice made in the original database design: The fo-
cus on the data was on the performances and performers themselves not in the original
compositions, which in the performance practice of opera are not a self-value, and be-
sides, in many cases challenging to determine. This focus is also apparent from looking
at the compositions included in the data or the lack thereof—only compositions that have
performances in the scope of OPERASAMPO (opera and music theatre performances in
Finland in 1830–1960) are even catalogued in the data outside of a few exceptions where
the performances were not added to the database for an unknown reason. Due to this, the
distinction between the original composition and the version used in the performances
was not deemed necessary to be modeled in the case of the original database and was
thus not included in the LD version of the data either.

Figure 3. A chart illustrating the modeling decision made for performances and compositions

5. User Interface & Data Service

This section introduces how the data can concretely be used. The first subsection goes
over the UI built on top of the data for easy searching, browsing, and analyzing of the
data without the need for much technical expertise. The next subsection goes over some
of the other ways the data can be utilized by using the open SPARQL endpoint for more
technically knowledgeable researchers and members of the public.

User Interface The OPERASAMPO PORTAL24 is built with the Sampo-UI frame-
work25 [2,3]. The contents of the portal are based on the wants and needs of the perfor-
mance researchers: maintaining and using the original Reprises data. The goal here was

24Source code available at: https://github.com/SemanticComputing/operasampo-web-app
25Source code available at: https://github.com/SemanticComputing/sampo-ui

https://github.com/SemanticComputing/operasampo-web-app
https://github.com/SemanticComputing/sampo-ui
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to enhance its search capabilities to a new level with the inclusion of faceted search and
browsing [25,26] with integrated data-analytic tools, as suggested in the Sampo model.
In addition to the actual portal, a video showcasing its basic functionality is also available
on the Web26.

A Sampo-UI interface is split into different application perspectives for zooming
into the data. The perspectives can be selected on the landing page of the portal. Each
perspective utilizes the same data but presents it from a different point of view. Each
perspective is based on a class of the data model and is used to search and analyze
instances of the class, e.g., instances of performances.

The OPERASAMPO PORTAL has five perspectives available:

1. Performances. This perspective presents the data from the perspective of individual
performances, e.g., Trubaduri (Verdi’s Il trovatore) performed on date April 12,
1874 at Arkadia Theatre.

2. People. This perspective presents the data from the perspective of people involved
in different aspects of the data, e.g., the performers performing in different roles
or the composers of compositions.

3. Compositions. This perspective presents the data from the perspective of compo-
sitions, e.g., Verdi’s Il trovatore or Wagner’s Tannhäuser.

4. Role characters. This perspective presents the data from the perspective of role
characters of compositions, e.g., the Conte di Luna from Verdi’s Il trovatore or
Biterolf from Wagner’s Tannhäuser.

5. Performance venues. This perspective presents the data from the perspective of
venues, where performances have been performed, e.g., Svenska Teatern i Hels-
ingfors or Alexander Theatre.

In addition to these perspectives, there are two text-content pages available on the
landing page: Sources and Links. These pages provide additional information on the
sources used as well as links to other archives and databases, respectively.

Selecting a perspective opens up that perspective’s faceted search view (shown in
Figure 4). The results are shown on the right side of the screen with the faceted search
menus on the left and different available visualization tabs listed on top of the results. By
default, the results include all entities matching the facet class of the perspective (e.g.,
all performances in the perspective for performances), each entity having its own row. In
Figure 4, the user has made the selection Verdi Giuseppe in the Composer facet, which
has filtered the results to only performances of compositions that have been composed
by Verdi. The columns of the table represent the different properties and their values that
the entities have. After each selection, the hit counts of all facet categories are updated
showing the size of the result set if a category is selected next. The hit counts direct
the search to only directions where results can be found, and can be used as a basis for
statistical distribution analyses of the result set along the facets.

Underlined text in the results table indicates a link to either internal or external (e.g.,
Wikidata) pages. For most of the cases, these links lead to instance pages of entities,
e.g., a page for a particular performance. These pages list aggregated linked information
available about that particular entity and might include various visualizations for it if
they are available for entities of that particular type.

26https://vimeo.com/805493196

https://vimeo.com/805493196
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Figure 4. The faceted search view of the Performances perspective

Figure 5. A visualization illustrating the annual number of performances as well as the venues they were
performed in

In addition to the table view of the faceted search view, there are various visual-
ization tabs available in the different application perspectives. Figure 5 shows a time-
line visualization tab included in the Performances perspective, where performances are
visualized on a timeline with respect to the venue where they were performed in. This
particular visualization, for example, enables the user to gauge the reception of certain
performance subsets, e.g., how often and when Verdi’s works were being performed and
whether there were certain theatres where they were performed in more often than oth-
ers. This kind of detailed information is valuable in researching historical performance
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culture, and through the portal it is now easy to access.

Figure 6. The instance pages of performers have a list of the role characters the performer has performed, as
well as a list for the performances the performer has performed in grouped by the role character

Other particularly interesting part of the data from the perspective of the DH re-
searchers are the performers themselves as well as the roles that they were performing
during their career and their chronology. In the People perspective, each person entity has
a column for the possible role characters they have performed. The instance pages in the
people perspective also include an additional row for a list of performances that particu-
lar person has performed in. The performances in that row are grouped by the role char-
acter that a particular person performed as in that performance. Figure 6 showcases how
the list of role characters and performances are found for the opera singer Wäinö Sola.
The names of the performances also include the performance date, so the user can gauge
the evolution of the performer’s voice throughout the years based on the role characters
they have performed as and their voice types.

In the Role characters perspective the user can explore this same information from
the opposite perspective, that is, which performers have performed a certain role char-
acter. Figure 7 illustrates an example case where the user wants to see the list of people
who have performed in the role Il conte di Luna (Verdi: Il trovatore).
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Figure 7. A list of performers that have performed as that particular role character is included for every role
character entity

Data Service The OperaSampo dataset27 is available on the Linked Data Finland28

platform with a CC BY 4.0 license. The triples are stored on a Apache Jena Fuseki29

SPARQL server that is accessible from an open SPARQL endpoint30. The data uses
Lucene31 text indexing. Using the open SPARQL endpoint, the user can query all the
data included in the OPERASAMPO KG and visualize it using, e.g., SPARQL queries
on the Yasgui32 SPARQL client [27] or with Python using the Google Colab environ-
ment33. This enables the user to create more complex queries on the data that might not
be possible to create with the UI.

Figure 8 illustrates an example of using the Yasgui SPARQL client for visualizing
the data outside of the UI. In this particular example, the user has created a query that
fetches all the performances for compositions that have been composed by the com-
poser Kálmán Emmerich34, groups them by the decade based on performance date, and
counts the number of performances. This information has been visualized using the Yas-
gui SPARQL client to depict the information as a stacked bar chart with decades mak-
ing up the X-axis and the number of performances the Y-axis. Different compositions,
the different series in the graph, are highlighted with different colors. Alternatively, the
user could have downloaded the query results and visualized them by, e.g., using Python
scripts and libraries.

27https://www.ldf.fi/dataset/operasampo
28https://www.ldf.fi/
29https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/
30https://ldf.fi/operasampo/sparql
31https://lucene.apache.org/
32http://yasgui.triply.cc/
33https://colab.research.google.com/
34This is the composer whose compositions have the highest total count of performances performed in the

OPERASAMPO KG.

https://www.ldf.fi/dataset/operasampo
https://www.ldf.fi/
https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/
https://ldf.fi/operasampo/sparql
https://lucene.apache.org/
http://yasgui.triply.cc/
https://colab.research.google.com/
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Figure 8. A visualization of number of performances for a composition composed by a particular composer
created using Yasgui SPARQL client.

6. Data Maintenance

The OPERASAMPO data is maintained in LD format with the SAHA metadata edi-
tor [28]. Some initial data corrections, such as missing performance names, were initially
either corrected using the original Reprises database editing interface and then brought
over to the created LD data repository by automatically converting newer data dump
versions to the correct format using the same Python scripts that were used to create
the initial LD version of the data. Later on some corrections were also included in the
conversion steps themselves, when correcting things was no longer feasible on the orig-
inal Reprises database. After the SAHA metadata editing interface was set up, the data
corrections were done to the LD format data exclusively35.

Some of the issues in the data were made more glaring through the new user interface
and how it shows information. Both the table view of the data as well as the facets
for different properties in the user interface make missing data or scarcely annotated
properties more apparent, as this information was previously hidden behind the ’cards’
for specific performances and couldn’t be used for searching in the same capability as
with the new user interface. Some apparent issues were selected as the priority to fix
before the portal was officially made open to all users: (1) information on performance
venues, and (2) duplicate instances of the same person.

There’s a limited amount of performance venues in the data (around 60) and the
Performance venues perspective was assumed to be one of the perspectives where people
might look at the data more closely, so this data was heavily supplemented with addi-
tional information (new/more exact venues as well as additional information to the ex-
isting venues, e.g., addresses, other names, short description texts) and pictures as the
original data was very bare-bones. New and/or more exact venues were added to replace
previous more ambiguous ones, e.g., an ambiguous ’Tampere’ (a city in Finland) in-
stance was replaced with the information on the actual venue located in Tampere where

35Correcting singular or smaller issues were from that point on done on the SAHA interface. For more
systematic issues like correcting multiple instances of an URI reference to another URI (e.g. after combining
duplicate person instances to one URI), the corrections were done by editing the Turtle-serialized data directly
for efficiency purposes.
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the performances that were linked to it were actually performed as well as a completely
new venue in Helsinki for some previously missing performances that would be later
catalogued into the data. For existing venues new pictures from throughout their histories
were added as well as information on the addresses of venues, if they were known. Short
text descriptions were also added for venues for the purpose of enlightening possible
users on the history of these venues.

During this performance venue information supplementation process it was also de-
cided to merge some venue entities together. In the original Reprises data venues that
went through name changes were split into multiple entities. For example, the venue
nowadays know as Svenska Teatern i Helsingfors36 was previously known as Nya The-
atern and Nya Teatern. The performances performed in this venue were thus split be-
tween these three entities instead of being aggregated under a single entity. Even though
the building itself has changed from its original form, the theater is still located in the
same place and can be thought of as a single theater with a long, rich history. Cases like
these were combined under a single venue entity with the previous names being listed
as alternative labels for the venues. This way the user can search for all performances
performed in a venue without having to know the exact history of a venue. For example,
the user can filter out all performances performed in Svenska Teatern by selecting just
that in, e.g., a facet, without having to be aware enough of the history of the venue to
also select Nya Theatern and Nya Teatern.

In a similar vein to the combined performance venues, evident duplicate person en-
tities were also combined together. There were some cases in the data where some peo-
ple mistakenly had two entities with the exact same name and information (e.g., year of
birth). These cases were just combined into one without any changes to the information.
Another type of case was people that had changed their name at some point in their life
or had a stage name they used. The focus on these was on the women, who were more
likely to have changed their surnames during their career. Information on the people with
the same first names was queried from the database and compared together to find pos-
sible duplicates. Many of the duplicate cases had one of the entities mentioning a future
or a previous surname, so they could be flagged based on that for further investigation.
Some other cases flagged for further investigation weren’t as obvious and were based on
when the people had been shown to be active and/or alive, and in some cases, having
similar enough names that one of them could just be a typo or an alternative spelling.
These flagged cases were looked into and combined if necessary based on the findings.
For these cases the alternate names were also included in the new combined person in-
stance as alternative or hidden labels depending on the nature of the alternate name (e.g.,
previous name vs. a rare alternative spelling).

New, previously uncatalogued performances are also being added as time goes on.
New data is being added by people who were maintaining the original database after
SAHA learning sessions were hosted for these people. New people are also trained in
the usage of SAHA for possible larger, new additions to the data, such as music the-
atre performances of the Finnish Operetta Theater, touring performance groups, Sibelius
Academy Opera Studio, as well as those of the Jewish Dramatic Society in Finland,
to mention a few. Data enriching links to other sources, such as Wikidata and Biogra-

36The theater has been known as Svenska Teatern (name in Swedish) or Ruotsalainen teatteri (name in
Finnish) since 1888. The original name of the theater inaugurated in 1860 was Nya Theatern, before it was
changed to Nya Teatern in 1870 and later on to Svenska Teatern.
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phySampo [29] have been and continue to be added for the people in the KG to make it
possible use data from other sources.

7. Evaluation

An evaluation of the UI was carried out to assess its usability by one its use demograph-
ics, researchers working with historical opera and music theatre performance data. As the
evaluators were not necessarily familiar with the portal before, basic usage instructions
were sent to all the possible evaluators with the link to the evaluation survey.

The evaluation consisted of the end user first having to answer some relatively sim-
ple questions using the UI, e.g., who is the performer with the most performances in a
specific role or what is the composition with most performances in the data. The second
part of the evaluation consisted of questions to evaluate the user experience—ease of use,
clarity of instructions, usefulness etc.— during the process of looking for the answers to
the previous questions. This section also allowed the users to leave free-form feedback
regarding the portal.

The first few easy tasks that had the user explore the Performances perspective were
correctly answered by all the respondents, but there was some variance in the answers
given to the more complex tasks that required the user to either manipulate the informa-
tion order (e.g., sorting based on date) or navigate the other perspectives and instance
pages to find the information.

The number of correct answers to the first section of the evaluation seemingly corre-
lated with the respondent’s satisfaction with the general use experience as well as the in-
structions included; the people that were able to answer all the questions correctly rated
the clarity of the instructions higher (7.5 average on the scale 0–10) while those that
struggled with the more complex tasks rated the clarity lower (4.5 average). In the free-
form feedback, there were a few mentions of needing some more time with the UI for it
to potentially start feeling intuitive to use. Navigation between pages and visualization-
specific controls were specifically mentioned as difficult by some of the respondents.

Overall, the portal was found to be potentially useful for the end users in their work
(8.0 average) and received good overall ratings for the whole experience (8.3 average).
An empirical indication for its usefulness and usability is the fact that it has already been
used to aid research in the field of Finnish historical opera and music theatre perfor-
mances, too. The overall evaluation is also in line with the evaluation done to another
Sampo-UI-based portal. This other portal, the Mapping Manuscript Migrations (MMM)
portal [30], was evaluated in [31] and suggested promising usability of the underlying
Sampo model as well as the UI logic from the perspective of an end user. The usage of
Sampo systems in various CH portals37 with some having more than a million annual
users is also an empirical indication of the usability of the model.

From a computation standpoint, the Sampo-UI is scalable enough to handle up to
hundreds of thousands of instances, though this is affected by the complexity of the
underlying data model [2]. The Sampo-UI also enables the developer to force the user to
constrain the data set before performing computationally heavy tasks like the hit count
computation for all the values in different facet categories that must be updated after each

37Information about the Sampo portal series is available at: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/applications/sampo/

https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/applications/sampo/
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new facet selection. This forcing of constraints is used in, for example, NameSampo [32]
to handle the data set with over two million placenames.

8. Discussion

In contrast to the related works, the novelty in OPERASAMPO lays on its focus on using
historical data to study the musical performances and persons involved in different roles
instead of focusing on the composers, compositions, and premieres. Instead of perform-
ers just being strings of names listed on a performance’s page like in many traditional
opera databases, each performer is its own instance aggregating information about that
particular performer.

The OPERASAMPO PORTAL offers a novel way of exploring and searching the per-
formance data in a way that was not possible before with the Reprises database’s text-
based search and limited filtering options. In comparison to traditional text-based search,
faceted search and browsing gives the user the possibility to both set very specific filters
on the results as well as to explore the data in a more iterative way to find interesting data
without any predetermined idea of what it might be. The linked nature of the data makes
it easier for the user to jump from different instances to another, e.g., from a performance
to the page of a specific performer. In addition, the data is enriched by data linking.

With the integrated data-analytic tools, the user can easily perform basic analyses
and visualization on the data without having to manually count or calculate the results.
The visualizations update with the results set, so the user can easily, for example, com-
pare different subsets of data (e.g., performances performed in different performance
venues) without having to necessarily extract the query data to be used with, e.g., Python
scripts. For those looking to formulate more complex queries and data analyses, the open
SPARQL endpoint can be used for querying the necessary data.

The evaluation suggested a promising usability of the portal for researchers work-
ing in the field of historical opera and music theatre performances, with some room to
improve on the instructions for the portal and its usage. As the portal was developed in
direct collaboration with researchers already utilizing the underlying data, the develop-
ment has been guided by the needs of this demographic. The portal has already been
used as an aid during research on historical performances to quickly and easily get an
overview of when and how many times a particular composition or compositions have
been performed without having to manually find and count them from, e.g., a physical
repertoire book or newspaper advertisements for performances.
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